Electron microscopic observations of the effects of anthraquinone derivatives on plasmid DNA.
Electron microscopy was used to analyse the precipitation of DNA observed when mixed with two tripeptide derivatives of mitoxantrone, with or without a 5,8-dihydroxy group (DHQ-GHK and Q-GHK, respectively) on the anthraquinonic ring. This precipitation was compared to that obtained with the basic drugs, mitoxantrone (DHAQ) and ametantrone (AQ). The effects of these compounds on the supercoiling of form I and the lengthening of form II of pBR322 DNA molecules, respectively, were evaluated. A strong lengthening of the DNA molecules was observed for ametantrone (max: 57%), but only 32% for Q-GHK, both at r (drug/base pari) = 250. With the dihydroxy derivative DHQ-GHK, it was not possible to show more than a 10% increase in length because DNA molecules were not measurable at r greater than 100. Only Q-GHK relaxed supercoiled molecules at the low r values of 10. Complex phenomena of condensation-precipitation were observed with these two tripeptide derivatives. In addition to a strong lengthening of form II DNA molecules, AQ induced specifically the formation of toruses, and DHAQ that of large organized DNA condensation. The variety of the aggregations is described and discussed with regard to the antitumor properties of these derivatives, and the literature concerning the various descriptions of DNA aggregation.